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The concept of ecological ‘traps’ is based in theory from
ecology and conservation biology that has now found
application to infectious diseases with a study from Paul
Turner’s group. This study is important because it offers
a mathematical model of ecological traps, applies this
model to viruses, and tests the model in a bacteria–
phage system. Although there will be technical hurdles
to overcome, this concept might lead to benefits for both
health and industry.
Ecological traps
An ecological trap is defined as a habitat that is suboptimal
for growth or for reproduction of a population, but that is
preferred to the optimal habitat by members of the popu-
lation [1], typically in response to a specific environmental
cue [2]. The concept has primarily been a topic of concern in
conservation biology, invoked when species of interest
choose an anthropogenically altered habitat over a more
pristine counterpart, resulting in a negative effect on the
population [3]. The concept of the ecological trap derives
from source-sink theory. This theory postulates that
there are certain habitats for any given species that pro-
vide superior conditions for population growth, and which
are therefore a source for individuals and genes moving to
other habitat-types. The theory further postulates that
other habitat-types support low or no reproduction, and
are ‘sinks’ for individuals or genes from the source-
habitats; these populations are only maintained by con-
tinued emigration from the sources. A trap differs from a
sink in that a trap habitat is actively preferred over the
most suitable habitat, or source. Therefore, individuals are
attracted to this unsuitable habitat, and the population
might become trapped there, unable to maintain reproduc-
tion at a high enough level to sustain the population.
Organisms are thought to follow specific environmental
cues that identify high-quality habitats and lead to optim-
ization of organism fitness. Over time, populations pre-
sumably evolve to recognize cues from what are, by
definition, the most favorable habitats. However, ecologi-
cal traps occur when sub-optimal habitats present the
same cues as the optimal habitat, luring the organism
away from the optimal habitat, and resulting in a decline
in organism fitness. What was once a specific adaptation
for choosing the best habitat therefore becomes maladap-
tive. One frequently cited example is that of sea turtle
hatchlings following artificial lights. Light cues on the
horizon signaled the direction of the ocean, until recently
when humans introduced artificial lighting from beach-
front properties – in the opposite direction of the ocean [4].
Traps such as this are suspected to exist in many contexts
in which the environment has changed quickly, and the
ability of the organism to discriminate between habitats
has not had time to compensate [5].
In contrast to the central goal of conservation biology,
which seeks to preserve rare species, ecological traps can be
used to manipulate an undesirable species toward extinc-
tion. This approach has been investigated in agricultural
systems, in which various species of plants can be used to
attract insect pests away from commercial crops [6]. The
concept of the trap might also be used in medicine, for
example to trap agents of disease in, or on, the human body.
The trap habitat concept seems particularly appropriate for
the fight against viral disease. For instance, a cell might
attractandbindvirusesbyexpressingappropriatereceptors
on its surface, but then fail to support viral replication, and
thereby trap virions either inside the cell or on the cell
exterior, leading to their clearance from the body.
Experimental creation of traps
Although they have been discussed for several decades,
ecological traps have been difficult to study experimen-
tally, because of the numerous factors required for creation
of these traps, and the lack of mechanistic understanding
of the way in which traps operate [2]. Microbial systems
might provide an optimal system for the study of ecological
traps, not only because multiple inputs can be controlled,
but also because there are many immediately relevant
applications to infectious diseases. Dennehy et al. [7] con-
structed a mathematical model of virus growth-rate based
on the frequency of trap cells in the environment and
varying levels of trapping-efficacy, with the goal of calcu-
lating the frequency of trap cells necessary to drive a virus
population to extinction. This is dependent on trapping
efficacy, with a higher frequency required for extinction if
efficacy is low. The threshold can decrease or increase if
trap-cell efficacy is frequency-dependent, such that the
ability to trap depends on the proportion of trap cells in
the population. In this model, the lowest level at which the
virus population was driven to extinction occurred when
the efficacy of the trap cells decreased as their population
numbers increased. The model was also expanded so as to
include a virus-loss rate, reflecting factors such as preda-
tion (immune function) and emigration (wash-out) [7].
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This mathematical model was tested in a laboratory
system using live Pseudomonas phaseolicola bacteria and
phage phi6. Phi6 binds to type IV pili of P. phaseolicola,
and enters the cell as the pili are retracted. Three naturally
occurring cell types were used in this experiment: (i) the
normal host cell; (ii) a neutral host cell that does not
express type IV pili, and (iii) the trap cell, which is a
super-producer of type IV pili. Super-producers present
many pilus phage-attachment sites, but do not retract
these pili, which prevents phage from entering the cell
(Figure 1). The neutral non-trap cells were used to deter-
mine if effects on the phage population were dependent on
the reduction in frequency of host cells, rather than on the
action of the traps. Phage attached to trap cells more than
three times faster than to wild-type cells. The efficacy of
these trap cells was tested in two types of environments: (i)
spatially unstructured (incubated while shaken in broth);
and (ii) spatially structured (grown on an agar plate).
Efficacy of the traps was determined to be frequency-
independent in thewell-mixed, unstructured environment,
but exhibited negative frequency-dependence in the
spatially structured environment, in that trap efficacy
decreased with increasing trap frequency (Figure 2). The
mathematical model predicted that in such cases of nega-
tive frequency-dependence, the threshold of trap cells
needed to drive the virus population to extinction would
be lower. Serial passage experiments were conducted in
the spatially structured environment to verify the concept
that trap cells could drive virus populations to extinction.
In agreement with the predictions of the model, a bacterial
population containing 50% trap cells was sufficient to drive
the viral populations to extinction, whereas the viral popu-
lation was sustained when the bacterial population con-
tained 50% neutral non-host cells.
Application of traps to clinical settings
Previous work has established the possibility of ecological
traps as a tool for fighting viral infections. Asher et al. [8]
explored the use of erythrocytes as virus-traps, based on
the concept that they can be engineered to express viral
receptors, but are unable to support viral replication.
Using this concept they developed a transgenic mouse
expressing Coxsackie adenovirus receptor (CAR) on eryth-
rocytes, and infected the transgenic mice with a murine-
adapted Coxsackievirus. Themice expressing CAR showed
reduced viral replication, reduced viremia, and increased
survival compared with control mice. The authors
suggested that treatment might involve transfusion of
cells, rather than host genetic manipulation. Asher et al.
proposed various methods by which erythrocytes might be
decorated with viral receptor proteins such as CAR.
Ecological traps as a treatment approach might provide
several benefits compared with other methods. First, eco-
logical traps can bedesigned to behighly specific for particu-
lar infectious agents. Unlike a ‘scorched earth’ method that
kills off many species (e.g. widespread pesticide use or
Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of trap cells: phage are trapped by binding to receptors that are unable to mediate viral entry and the phage are therefore unable to
reproduce.
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broad-spectrum antibiotics), ecological traps described in
the literature are species-specific [2]. Such directed treat-
ment might avoid the risk of altering complex ecosystems,
which has been observed in the use of broad-spectrum
antibiotics to combat human infectious diseases. The con-
sequences of disrupting complex beneficial indigenous
microbial communities can be substantial, as exemplified
by the serious problems of Clostridium difficile-associated
diarrhea, and the emergence of multi-drug resistant bac-
terial pathogens. In addition, the principle of ecological
traps will be applicable to any category of infectious agents,
such as bacterial, viral, and eukaryotic pathogens, which
require a host-specific habitat for their replication.
Although trap cells might present an attractive new
approach for treating or preventing infectious diseases,
substantial hurdles need to be overcome before clinical
implementation of this concept. Engineering cells such as
erythrocytes to express particular receptors is feasible, but
difficulties will arise regarding the required number of
cells. In the system of Dennehy et al. at least 50% of the
target-cell population needed to be trap cells to drive phage
to extinction. This level of cell replacement or supplement-
ation will be difficult to achieve in the human body. How-
ever, in practice the actual level of trap cells needed to
eliminate a viral population is reduced by the multiple
available mechanisms for elimination, or ‘wash-out’, of
viral particles. The wash-out rate is considered as a single
variable in the model, and includes death and migration
out of the system. In a human body this wash-out term
needs to be expanded to reflect multiple independent
variables, and should include not only excretion of virions
by the body, but the actions of the immune system and of
antivirals, reducing the population size.
Another potential pitfall of applying trap cells could
arise if a virus with a high mutation rate evolved to reject
the engineered receptor and interacted with an alternate
receptor. The selection for this type of mutation would be
strong. Any virus mutant that arose could avoid the trap
cells and would spread rapidly through a viral population.
Trap cells might therefore be best implemented as a comp-
lementary strategy to antiviral therapy and vaccination.
Trap cells might also provide a new form of prophylaxis
because trap cells could be introduced before or soon after
exposure. By introducing high levels of trap cells, the size
of the viral population could be reduced early in the in-
fection cycle and therefore prevent the occurrence of symp-
toms and signs of disease. Engineered cells with a short
lifespan would provide an ideal means of such short-term
prophylaxis.
Virus traps might have further applications in indus-
trial settings For instance, phages that prey on lactic acid
bacteria are a major problem in the dairy industry. The
Figure 2. Representation of the relationship between proportion of trap cells in the population, efficacy of the trap cells, and level of structure of the habitat. In an analysis of
this system, an environment with surface-attached host cells was defined as ‘structured’; one with host cells in liquid suspension was ‘unstructured’. At a low proportion of
trap cells in the population there is little difference in efficacy between structured and unstructured environments. As trap cells reach a higher proportion of the population,
their efficacy decreases in the structured environment, but remains the same in the unstructured environment.
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development of particular strains of bacteria as phage-
traps could prevent economic losses owing to phage in
these systems, as long as these strains did not adversely
affect the fermentation process. Because of their economic
importance, the biology of lactic acid bacteria and their
phages has been studied extensively, making this an area
in which trap-cell approaches might be implemented in the
near future. The selective nature of trap cells makes their
application in dairy production particularly promising
because some phage are suspected to be beneficial to the
production process; trap cells could be employed to bind or
attract in a specific manner phage detrimental to dairy
production, while allowing the proliferation of phage
meant to control potential pathogens [9].
Conclusion
The work of Dennehy et al. [7] has major implications for
the development of a model that could be used to describe
the behavior of trap cells and viruses. Quantification of
trap behavior and performance will be important for the
translation of this concept into practice. A basic model of
trap cell and virus behavior can then be expanded to
include additional factors, such as elements of the immune
system, and can be parameterized for specific human
infections. Adding these factors to the model will be an
important step forward for the development of therapies,
and should be pursued particularly for human viruses.
However, a defined model of trap function such as this
will also be adaptable to the needs of agriculture or indus-
try, making this work more widely applicable.
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